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Play this Dungeon as normal with the following changes.

When a battle occurs adjacent to an unexplored board section then roll 1D6. On a 1-3 the killer &D'DQHis lurking around the
doorway of the unexplored area and at the start of every Monsters’ Phase he throws a dagger at a random Warrior, which hits on a
3+ inflicting 1D6+1 damage. Once the battle is finished he runs off into the darkness.
When entering the Objective room place Ca-Dane at the back (also roll normally for Objective Room Monsters). At the start of
every Monsters’ Phase he throws a dagger at a random Warrior, which hits on a 3+ inflicting 1D6+1 damage, unless pinned by a
Warrior, in which case he fights with the following statistics. When the Warriors get close enough they see that he is a zombie,
although he seems larger and faster than any they have seen before.
&D'DQH
Wounds
Move
Weapon Skill
Ballistic Skill
Strength
Toughness
Armour
Initiative
Attacks
Damage
Gold

12
4
3
3+
3
4
3
1
1D6
100

&D'DQH6SHFLDO5XOHV
Armed with Sacrificial Dagger (Ignores armour on a 6+ to hit); Fear 3; Ca-Dane’s Plague

&D'DQH¶V3ODJXH
Ca-Dane also is infested with a plague and every model who stood adjacent to him in the battle must make a roll of 1D6 once the
battle is finished. On a 1 they have contracted the plague and must be healed at the next settlement for 150 gold x Battle-Level or
die a horrible, painful death.

&RPSOHWLQJWKH2EMHFWLYH5RRP
It is only now that the Warriors see a shadow at the far wall and hear the opening and closing of a secret door, one that they cannot
re-open. The body of Ca-Dane is gone! They must now return to the Emperor. If one of the Warriors was standing adjacent to CaDane when he died then he grabs the dagger. Otherwise they must return to the Emperor empty handed. Whatever happens, gain
Objective Room treasure as normal.

